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Thoddu Atoll (Island)
Maldives Thoddu Atoll
Maldives
Lat.: 4.436862469 - Lng: 72.959289551
Timezone: Indian/Maldives - GMT +05:00

Thoddu Atoll is a solitary round-shaped atoll located in deep waters at the western entrance of the Kardiva Channel. Its reef is steep and it lacks a
lagoon.
Maldives is a country of atolls. Thoddu atoll is one of the small yet important part of the Republic of Maldives. Unlike many other atolls of the country,
Thoddu atoll is an inhabited atoll. The reason behind the Maldivian people flocking to this part of the country is the fact that it is blessed with natural
vegetation.
Although geographically Thoddu atoll is solitary and it does not have other places in its affinity but it stands tall amongst the other atolls of the
country. Thoddu atoll is one of the prominent revenue earners of the Republic of Maldives.
Thoddu atoll is a round shaped atoll. The aerial view of the atoll reveals that this atoll is a perfect delight for a nature lover as it is blessed with
immense natural beauty. Moreover the vegetation of this atoll is the main attraction of the place.
Thoddu atoll is situated on top of the Ari atoll. Thoddu atoll is popular for its watermelons and pumpkins. The atoll grows as much watermelons and
pumpkins not only to satisfy the needs of the local people but also the people all over the world. Most of the watermelons and pumpkins grown in this
part of the country are exported to the other parts of the world. Each watermelon is sold for as much $5 in the United States during the month of
Ramadan. But this atoll does not have enough of green vegetables. This is the reason why kinds in this atoll are mostly iron deficient.
Resorts
Jaa Maanafaru
Hideway Beach Resort and Spa
J resorts Alidhoo
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